Keeping
Track
Business update from the Rail Operations Group

ROG’s New Train Operation ‘Goes Live’
Rail Operations Group (ROG), the UKs most
revolutionary, innovative and unique train
operating company, ‘goes live’.
Following an extremely comprehensive and
rigorous licence application approvals process,
ROG can now concentrate on its mission to
become the operator of choice for all ‘rail
services’ movements. Gordon Cox, ROG’s
Commercial and Finance Director said “it’s not
only an exciting time for us but receipt of our
licence provides a unique opportunity for our
customers to engage with an operator who is
dedicated to their specific business needs”.
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New Control Office
In addition to expanding operations in their City
(Farringdon) based headquarters, ROG is also
establishing an operations control office in
Network Rail’s Integrated Control Centre (ICC) in
Derby. Dave Burley, ROG’s Operations and
Compliance Director said “as well as Derby being
an obvious choice due its geographic position,
having a presence in an integrated control centre
enables us to provide a more informed service to
our customers”.
ROG’s Team Grows

Providing a supporting role to the UK rail industry,
in particularly, the rolling stock engineering and
train operating communities, ROG specialises in
train movements relating to delivery, testing,
maintenance, modification and refurbishment
programmes. ROG also provides support for
challenging or demanding projects by offering a
range of cost-effective, train operating related
services to its clients.

ROG’s team continues to grow. This month sees
Steff Ferry joining ROG from GBRf as SQE Systems
Manager, Richard Broughton joining from EMT as
Operations Delivery Manager and our team of
Operations Managers and Training Managers
increases to meet demand. The team is further
strengthened by the appointment of two very
experienced and respected associates.

ROG Achieves ORR Recognition

Train Driver Psychometric Testing

ROG has become the first and only independent
company in the UK approved by the Office of Rail
Regulation as a train driver training and
examination centre under the provisions of the
European Train Driver Licences and Certificates
Regulations.

57% of all candidates who undertake their train
driver psychometric testing with ROG successfully
complete the assessment process. This compares
with pass rates as low as 10% in other parts of the
UK. The reason for the high pass rate is because
ROG are the only organisation who includes a half
day briefing and practice testing session before
candidates take the test for real.

http://orr.gov.uk/whatand-how-weregulate/licensing/traindriving-licences-and-certificates

ROG offer delivery of the 'EuroDriver' train driver
training programme or can support other train
operating companies in delivering their own
company training programme.
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http://www.railopsgroup.co.uk/about-us/the-team/
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